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<Indonesia> Russel Vince Submits Some
Expert Witnesses in a Trademark Case

<Indonesia> Trademark Appeal Commission
Lost in Trademark “Kobewel” Case

In a court session, some expert witnesses submitted by
Russel Vince (an English, plaintiff) state that filing of a
trademark that similar with a country’s symbol is a kind
of bad faith. Previously, plaintiff ask judges of
Commercial Court of Central Jakarta to cancel 49
trademarks “Cap Kaki Tiga” owned by Wen Ken Drug
(defendant) because the mark use a symbol (“Triskelion”)
that has been used in centuries by Isle of Men (a country
colonized by United Kingdom).
(Bisnis Indonesia, 14 March 2013)

David Chaerul (plaintiff) won the trademark case and
succeeds in cancelling decision of Trademark Appeal
Commission. In this case, judges decide that trademark
“Kobewel” No. D00.2004.21308.21474 (Class 08) owned
by plaintiff is not similar with trademark “Kobe” in the
name of Surya Soedarma. Previously, Trademark Appeal
Commission refused application for registration of
trademark “Kobewel” No. D00.2004.21308.21474 in the
name of plaintiff because it has similarity with trademark
“Kobe” in the name of Surya Soedarma
(Bisnis Indonesia, 18 March 2013)

<Indonesia> Registration of Trademark “INX”
is Cancelled

<Indonesia> Toyota Disputing Trademark
“Lexus”

Judges at Commercial Court of Central Jakarta agree to
cancel trademark “INX“ No. IDM000220449 (Class 9) in
the name of Andi Johan (defendant) because it has
similarity with the essential part with trademark “INK”
owned by Eddy Tedjakusuma (plaintiff) that has been
previously registered, and it was also filed with having
bad faith. Responding the decision, defendant will submit
appeal.
(Bisnis Indonesia, 15 March 2013)

Toyota Motor Corporation (plaintiff), in a case
No.89/Merek/2012/PN.Niaga.Jkt.Pst, submits a lawsuit of
cancellation of trademark “Lexus” No. IDM000297188
(Class 09) in the name of Lie Sugiarto (defendant) at
Commercial Court of Central Jakarta. Plaintiff states that
trademark “Lexus” No. IDM000297188 owned by
defendant has similarity in its essential part with
well-known mark “Lexus & Logo L” No.496408 (Class
12) owned by plaintiff and it was also filed with having
bad faith.
(Bisnis Indonesia, 19 March 2013)
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